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hearted man and had, in the excitement of the moment, been tm-	H|
mindful of my son's presence.    Regardless of the constant sahita-	O
tions to the company of the enemy's artillery he insisted on acquit-	I* j
ting himself on the spot of intentional want of courtesy, either to-	'/•
wards  him  or  myself—for whom  he protested, notwithstanding	t*
political difference, he had always entertained the kindest and most	X"
respectful feelings; which was doubtless true, and he was of course	-^
readily excused upon the single condition that he would allow my son	*^
to give me the benefit of a hearty laugh by describing the scene to me.	:%'
There was never perhaps a more unfounded imputation, and no	£,l
two men in the country were less in doubt in respect to my course	$
than Mr. Adams and Mr. Clay.   They understood too well my feel-	- j
ings on the subject of Mr. Monroe's fusion policy which they both	J
promoted, and they had seen too much of my opposition to the	*'
principles and measures which they knew would become leading	J
features of their administration to expect me to sustain it.   I feel	4
that I can say with truth that throughout my political career it	"'%
was my invariable desire to have my opinions upon public questions	|
distinctly known.    I publicly answered, without hesitation or un-	-;jj
willingness, more questions put to me by opponents whom I knew	;S
to have sinister purposes in putting them and whose predetermined	;j
votes were not to be affected by any assurances or explanations,	\
than have been answered by all the Candidates for the Presidency	*
together from the commencement of the Government to this day.
Notwithstanding that these are by-gone affairs, in their time of very
limited importance and now of none, yet in. view of the extraor-	;
dinary success of this partisan accusation and of its striking illus-	:
tratioii of the power of the Press, I will record the proof of its
original falsity which has at this late date accidentally fallen under	\
my notice.    In looking over some old papers for another object, I	^
accidentally laid my hand on a letter from Mr. Croswell, at the	\
time Editor of the Albany Argus, in which the article in that news
paper which was so confidently attributed to my dictation  and
which, gave rise to the charge of my pursuing a non-committal	-
policy in regard to the administration of Mr. Adams, is directly
referred to.   The letter is dated April 3d, 1826, and the following
extract is all that it contains upon the subject:	t
* * * I must ask you not to be surprised at the tenor of the leading editorial article of this morning. It has not been written without deliberation. The truth is, whilst there is an increasing aversion towards Mr. Adams amongst the Republicans of the State, there is a great aversion on their part to any collision with the administration which shall drive them to the support of Mr. Clinton, or that shall force them to encounter the hostility of both. They prefer, for the present, at least, to stand in the capacity of lookers on, believing that the natural hostility between A and C will be certain of shewing itself, and the sooner if we afford them no other aliment

